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Introduction

This document provides an overview of Roffey Park’s Compassion in the Workplace model and some practical tips that could 
be used as a valuable resource to think how to become a more compassionate person in your workplace. We would also 
encourage you to read our report ‘Compassionate leadership: What is it and why do organisations need more of it?’ as this 
will give you further insights into compassion at work. 

While reading this document, please bear in mind that acts of compassion may be influenced by local conditions or differ 
significantly depending on the national culture. What this means is that people who live and work in the UK might choose to 
demonstrate their compassion in a different way to people who live in Singapore. In addition, compassionate acts that are 
seen as appropriate in one culture may not necessarily fit another culture.

THE FIVE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF A COMPASSIONATE INDIVIDUAL AT WORK

BEING ALIVE TO THE SUFFERING OF OTHERS: Being sensitive to the well-being of others and noticing any change 
in their behaviour is one of the important attributes of a compassionate person. It enables the compassionate person to 
notice when others need help. Noticing someone’s suffering can be difficult particularly in workplaces where people are 
busy with their work and preoccupied with their deadlines. Also depending on the work environment and the culture of 
the organisation, people may tend to hide their pain from others.

BEING NON-JUDGMENTAL: A compassionate person does not judge the sufferer and accepts and validates the 
person’s experience. He or she recognises that the experience of a single individual is part of the larger human 
experience and it is not a separate event only happening to that person. Judging people in difficulty - or worse 
condemning them - is one of the obstacles preventing us from understanding their situation and thereby being able to 
feel their pain.

TOLERATING PERSONAL DISTRESS: Distress tolerance is the ability to bear or to hold difficult emotions. Hearing about 
or becoming aware of someone’s difficulty may distress a compassionate person but does not overwhelm that person to 
the extent that it stops them from taking action. People who feel overwhelmed by another person’s distress may simply 
turn away and may not be able to help or take the right action.

BEING EMPATHIC: Feeling the emotional pain of the person who is suffering is another attribute of a compassionate 
person. Empathy involves understanding the sufferer’s pain and feeling it as if it were their own pain.

TAKING APPROPRIATE ACTION: Feeling empathic towards someone encourages the observer to take action and to do 
something to help the sufferer. Customising actions depending on the sufferer’s personal circumstances is also important. 
Taking the right action depends on the extent to which we have made efforts to know the sufferer.
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PRACTICAL TIPS

To help you to improve or enhance your compassion in the workplace, we have suggested some practical tips relating to 
each of the five key attributes below.

Alive to the suffering of others

Deep listening

• Pay close attention to someone when they’re talking with you.  What do you notice about them?  What is their body 
language?  

• Put aside any distractions when you’re listening, even if the other person can’t see you.  Put down your phone, 
turn off the TV or radio, stop using your computer - and really attend to the other person, give them your undivided 
attention.  Compassion and empathy can only develop when we are able to connect with the other person

• Start consciously paying attention to more than words when a person is speaking (whether at work, home or in 
a social situation): Where are they breathing from? How about their posture? What emotion can you feel in their 
voice? What are their hands or feet doing? Practise doing this without judgment or expectation of “sorting them 
out”… just be curious about what another human being is experiencing while they are talking to you. Then try out 
some open questions such as: “How are you today?” or “How are you feeling today?” or “I wondered if you might 
be feeling a bit pressurised at the moment?”

• Practise asking questions and then listening to the answers, without judging, taking over, or going into ‘me too’.  
See if you can have a long conversation where you focus on doing just this.

Be curious about other people

• Try to develop your curiosity about other people.  This is especially useful if that other person is a stranger to you – 
if they appear to be very unlike you, or if the person is someone to whom you might feel some degree of animosity 
or perhaps someone at work with whom you habitually experience difficulties

• Try to discover what you have in common with them

• See if you can learn what makes them tick (what drives or motivates them, what matters to them)

• Have a conversation with them that moves into the personal space, sticking not just to the professional side (of 
work) or the equivalent of chatting about the weather or the latest news

• Learn more about someone’s personal history/back story.  When we understand more about what they have 
experienced, it’s often easier to feel compassion and empathy.
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Non-judgmental

Learn to see the world from different perspectives

• Intentionally practise seeing the other side of an argument or a point of view

• Imagine what someone else’s world must be like… practise saying to yourself “that must be difficult for them 
because…” and see what you can identify

• Practise seeing a situation from someone else’s view point – actively write out all the ways that the world might 
look to that person

• Catch yourself ‘mid-thought’ whenever you find yourself looking down on or thinking critically about someone 
else. Try to rationalise the behaviour you find irritating or below your personal standard – perhaps there is a good 
reason for it.

Being judgmental is a compassion blocker

• Remember the old adage: “Never judge a book by its cover”? We’re very familiar with sayings such as this. 
Nevertheless, it’s surprising just how often we allow ourselves to be influenced by a deep-seated bias that we 
didn’t even notice was there

• Classic compassion blockers – sometimes people will share a problem with you in a way which can make you 
react inside with: “You think you’ve got problems? Wait until you hear mine!” It’s not about you – so acknowledge 
that feeling to yourself and then mentally put it to one side if you feel that response rising up in you

• You might also be tempted to think: “Well, your problem is your own stupid fault! You made your bed, why don’t 
you just lie in it?” Such reactions are human: we need to recognise them when they occur and try our best to avoid 
making a snap judgement.
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Tolerating personal distress

Enhancing your ability to help 

• Be aware of those situations of your own which make you less tolerant to the distress of others - whether it’s work 
overload, tight deadlines, or just a particular time of day; whenever possible, try to meet the “person in distress” in 
other, more favourable circumstances if you can - and make time for them

• Notice what assumptions you are making about stepping in to help somebody in distress: are you worried that 
you’ll be overwhelmed? That they’ll become dependent on you and abdicate personal responsibility? That you 
won’t have the energy or the will to solve your own problems? That you’re adept at solving your own problems, 
so why can’t everybody do the same? Reflect on those assumptions and question yourself: which ones are still 
relevant to your life as an adult today, and which ones can you discard?

• Many managers report anxiety about “delving too deep” when they have a report or peer who is struggling. “If 
I ask someone why they seem “not themselves these days” – what happens when Pandora’s Box opens and a 
whole bunch of “stuff” pours out? What do I do?” This is where leadership development around “having difficult 
conversations” can help

• You don’t necessarily have to be the solver of all the other person’s problems. If you feel out of your depth with the 
seriousness of the need that is being expressed or if the seriousness of their situation feels too much for you, then 
refer them on to more specialist help such as occupational health or a confidential employee advice line.
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Empathy

Identify commonalities

• Try to discover what you have in common with someone else

• Identify a list of your own fears and insecurities, difficult things that might have happened to you in your life, 
worries or concerns you might have, negative traits… all the things that you would like people to understand about 
you and have empathy with.  Now recognise that every other person you meet will have their own version of that 
list.  Reflect on the saying: “Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a battle you know nothing about”

• Challenge yourself to gain different experiences. Part of our capacity to be empathic is to be able to take just 
a tiny piece of our own individual experience and amplify it so that we are able to appreciate - if only in a small 
way - where the other person is coming from. Enriching your own experience can broaden your repertoire of 
shareable feelings and experience: “(I think) I know what you mean/what you are feeling”. 

Practise using empathy in conversation

• Develop some empathic phrases and use them – but make sure they’re ones that feel comfortable for you. Be 
tentative when reflecting back to someone else what they might be feeling. It is probably best to avoid phrases 
such as: “You must be feeling…” or “You’re obviously really hacked off by that”(feeling angry, annoyed or upset). 
Much better to use phrases like: “I imagine you must/might be feeling <emotion> is that right?” 

• If you hear someone is going through/has gone through a tough time, try to imagine how they might be feeling 
and then sound them out with phrases such as: “That sounds tough – how are you feeling about it?” or “I would 
have hated that – but how are you feeling?” or: “I can imagine you might be feeling <emotion>. Is that right?”
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Taking appropriate action

Recognise that compassion and empathy can be developed

• The Dalai Lama once said: “Empathy is the desire to know the other person. Compassion is to act on that 
knowledge with positive intent.”

• Focus on expressing empathy and care with phrases like: “That sounds really tough for you” or “I’m so sorry 
things are so difficult for you. How can I help? What do you need/would you like from me right now?” Often, in 
the moment of emotional expression, people just need someone to listen or simply to say that they care without 
attempting to solve the problem. They may want your advice at a later stage, but until their emotional needs have 
been ‘heard’ they are unlikely to be in the right place to think about possible solutions

• Set an intention to develop your compassion – think each morning about how you might be compassionate today 
and reflect at the end of the day about how you did

• Practise ‘Random Acts of Kindness’, where you offer up small acts of kindness for friends and strangers, small 
things that go some way to easing something in their day, whether it’s by making eye contact with a homeless 
person (whether you choose to give them money or not), or by offering your seat on public transport, or by letting 
someone go ahead of you in a queue, lift or entrance, or by offering to make a coffee for your work colleague(s). 
Notice how it makes you feel, and catch yourself if you find your cynical voice intervening!

Not all action might be appropriate or welcome

• Notice how you habitually react when people share unpleasant experiences or emotions with you: whether you 
rush in to help (the “rescuer” syndrome), whether you are quick to share your own emotional experiences (the “my 
problem is bigger than yours” response), whether you move the conversation on to a safer topic (the “all emotions 
are allowed so long as they’re positive and productive” response), or whether you just listen and try to understand 
before offering solutions: as much as possible, try to practise moving your responses to the latter (listening to 
understand) 

• Think about the compassionate action you might take. Is it likely to be welcome? Have you thought about how 
your action might land with the person?

• Is the action you plan to take appropriate for the cultural context? Things you might do in your culture might not 
have an exact fit if the action you’re planning is intended to help someone from a different cultural background. 
But with some thought and reflection you will be able to think of something that will work: good intentions can be 
remarkably transferable across cultures

• If you’re working in a different culture to your own and you are learning how it works, seek out a confidante who 
can help you attenuate any compassionate action you are thinking of taking. Explain to the confidante how you 
might approach the challenge in your home context and explore how that might need to change to suit your new 
environment. You can apply this approach to intergenerational difference too.
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About Roffey Park

Founded in 1946, Roffey Park is a research, leadership 
and organisational development institute widely 
recognised for its expertise in providing high-impact 

programmes that transform individuals and organisations.

 
We offer a variety of open and tailored development programmes, qualification programmes 
and consultancy services. Our core expertise covers: 

 - Leadership Development

 - Personal Effectiveness

 - Organisational Development

 - Human Resources and HR Business Partnering 

We have particular expertise in developing the developers and our MSc in People and 
Organisational Development is a brand leader across Europe. All our qualifications are 
validated by the University of Sussex, ranked in the top 25 UK universities 2016 (Times Higher 
Education Rankings). 

We have a faculty who are expert in their subject area and an extensive network of over 80 
associates in Europe and Asia Pacific. Our practice is informed by the work we do with our 
clients and the latest academic thinking underpinned by our own research. 

Our headquarters in West Sussex, set in 40 acres of landscaped grounds, offers modern 
training facilities including 60 spacious bedrooms, alongside our contemporary conference 
centre. 


